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My-Data-Team Releases a New Data-Entry Program

My Data Team just recently released a new type of data-entry program called Global Data
Entry.

Concord, CA (PRWEB) January 07, 2013 -- The company My Data Team has introduced a new type of data-
entry program called Global Data Entry. Many people search for legitimate ways to earn an income and My
Data Team hopes to end that search with this new program.

Global Data Entry is a real simple process of typing a few lines of data and submitting it over the Internet. The
companies that you work with are unlimited, and the pay is very generous. My Data Team's tutorial really
explains how this type of data entry works. They will provide all the training, tools, guidance, and jobs.All of
this is provided for free through their training program.

My Data Team offers many different approaches to doing this type of work, and it was designed for everyone in
mind. A user of this program would not have to spend a single penny after signing up, and unlike so many other
data-entry programs where they spend endless amounts of money to get nowhere. My Data Team provides you
with several methods to make this work for free.

My Data Team simply gives the training, tools, resources, and jobs for the team members to make a decision on
how they want it to work.

Timothy Darwin, who is the CEO of My Data Team, has been working with data entry for almost 20 years. A
victim of cutbacks in the Silicon Valley sent Mr. Darwin looking for other means of employment. So Mr.
Darwin decided to start My Data Team over 10 years ago. Originally dealing with traditional data entry, such as
clerical data entry and transcription data entry, Mr. Darwin noticed that this was a rapid growing market, and
with his knowledge of the Internet and data processing, Mr. Darwin helped to designed a new program called
Global Data Entry.

Darwin pointed out that he designed this program to work for everyone, experienced or not in this field and for
the person who has limited resources of time and money. Mr. Darwin also wants everyone to be satisfied with
his program and that is why My Data Team offers a complete satisfaction guarantee to all of their team
members.

In addition to the main Global-Data-Entry program, My-Data-Team does also offer more traditional data entry
jobs such as clerical, transcription, research, word processing and content writing to just name a few of the
programs offered. All of these programs do come with complete training, tools, resources, and needed software
through My Data Team as well.

The program website is updated weekly, and to work with all of these programs offered are completely free. So
anyone serious about looking for a great opportunity, take a look at My Data Team's program.
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Contact Information
John Mills
(866) 794-3863

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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